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About This Report

In the summer of 2016, the Centre for Social Innovation 
approached Westbank Development Corp with an idea to 
hold a farewell event for the soon-to-be demolished Honest 
Ed’s building. As residents in the Annex community, we 
felt an imperative to honour the legacy left by Ed’s and 
given its commitment to community, we believed the best 
way to do it would be to invite the community to co-create 
an experience that had never been done before and could 
never be done again.

In February of 2017, over 15,000 people attended An Honest 
Farewell, a 4 day multi-disciplinary festival created by 
hundreds of artists and volunteers and supported by 
countless partners, planners and citizens.

This is the story of what happened, what we learned,
and the impact we had.

We’d like to acknowledge and thank the many consultants, 
volunteers, organizers, staff and the Toronto for Everyone 
IDEA (Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Accessibility) 
Committee for creating this. See the full list of contributors 
on page 17.

This report is broken into two pieces.

The first is an event report that highlights what transpired, 
our impact and key learnings. This report on Key Learnings 
is what follows here.

The second is an expanded Deep Dive of the report 
document, which goes into greater detail around our 
learnings to ensure we are being accountable for our own 
actions and to support those planning similar events in 
the future. To access this Deep Dive report, learn more 
about the role of the IDEA Committee and its process for 
gathering feedback, click here. 

https://socialinnovation.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/HonestEd_DeepDive_v7.pdf
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As a social enterprise, the Centre for Social 
Innovation (CSI) has been applying commercial 
strategies to create social impact since our 
inception in 2004. Our mission is to catalyze, 
inspire and support social innovation and 
we have primarily achieved this through the 
intentional collision of whimsical spaces and 
animated communities of values-aligned people.  

Over the last 14 years, we have learned a 
tremendous amount about how we can support 
the thousands of activists, artists, entrepreneurs 
and innovators who call CSI home. We have 
attempted to share our learnings via our 
publications and sector leadership and we are 
constantly seeking to learn more.  

Most people know us because of our coworking 
spaces or because of one of the programs that 
we have provided over the years, but our greatest 
asset is our community, whom we are privileged 
to serve and support. 

They inspire us, they teach us and they are the 
true changemakers without whom, we would 
cease to exist. It’s from them that we have 
learned the importance of inclusive communities 
and spaces and we constantly endeavour to do 
better in serving them, whether it’s through our 
core services or through unique opportunities 
that emerge. Ultimately, we see our role as that of 
a platform that’s primary intention is to support 
those who are improving our communities.   

This is an important backdrop to the story 
because being a platform to support other was 
how we say the opportunity to celebrate Honest 
Ed’s. It was a chance  to have impact through the 
powerful connection of place and community. So 
in the summer of 2016, we approached Westbank 
Development Corp with an idea to hold a farewell 
event for the soon-to-be demolished Honest Ed’s. 

With their full support, we started planning the 
event. We put out an invitation for collaborators. 

Toronto Taiko Tales opening for the Ed Lives! Cocktail Gala.
Photo credit: Shaghayegh Tajvidi

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_enterprise
https://socialinnovation.org/impact/books/
https://socialinnovation.org/impact/thought-leadership/
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We were looking not only  to create an 
experience, but to model the world we want to 
see. In the context of Ed’s, the world we aspired 
to model was one where everyone was welcome 
because that’s what Ed’s created. For us, this was 
most enduring part of its legacy.

So, in the spirit of spaces for everyone, and to 
make clear that the event was being created by 
a diverse collection of collaborators, we decided 
that the event would be presented not by CSI, but 
by Toronto for Everyone.  

It was a decision that was as hopeful as it was 
problematic. 

It was hopeful because it articulated a vision for 
our city where inclusion was not just our priority, 
but our expertise. With the backdrop of rising 
tensions at home in Toronto (like an increase in 
Islamophobia, income inequality, police carding, 
etc.) and abroad (like Brexit, the rise of the Alt 
Right and the election of Donald Trump, etc.), 
we wanted to bring attention and intention to a 
vision that we could collectively rally around

It was problematic because the hard truth is that 
in reality Toronto is not actually for everyone.  
Which meant that if one took the name taken 
literally, rather than aspirationally, Toronto 
for Everyone was out of touch with the lived 
experiences of so many in our city. It also didn’t 
help that we were using the demise of one of the 
city’s most cherished inclusive spaces, for what 
many would see as “one big party.”

It may seem unusual to take such a critical lens 
to our own work, but we aspire to be accountable 
to our mistakes and open about our learnings. 
That is also modelling the world we want to see - 
a world that is honest and open to learning. 

And we did a lot of learning. We learned that 
cost was one of the biggest barriers to make 
an event that was truly for everyone. We also 
learned that we needed to literally put our 
money where our mouths were, in that we should 
have had an Inclusivity, Accessibility and Equity 
Budget. We learned that physical accessibility 
at the event was only one piece of the puzzle, 
and that we could have arranged for accessible 
transportation to and from our events. We 
learned that not only did we need to book ASL 
interpreters, we also needed to ensure they had 
a place to stand where they would be visible to 
Deaf members of the audience. We learned that 

while websites and social media are a crucial way 
to spread the word about things, many members 
of our community did not have steady access to 
the internet, so we needed to mirror our online 
efforts with offline ones. 

The common thread through all of this was 
learning that we needed to centre the needs 
of chronically marginalized members of our 
community. 

The honest story of Toronto for Everyone is 
that we are proud to have honoured a cherished 
place and its people unlike anything that has 
been done before in Toronto. We are proud to 
have created space for hundreds of artists and 
organizations to co-create a 4-day festival. We 
are proud that we worked with hundreds of 
volunteers with a shared goal of putting on a final 
farewell to Honest Ed’s for the 15,000 people 
who attended. We are proud to have planted 
the words and idea of a ‘Toronto for Everyone’ 
in tens of thousands of people’s minds, and we 
are proud to have raised $48,000 for the Toronto 
for Everyone Fund through the event, which 
has enabled education on allyship with various 
marginalized communities in our city.  

Of course, we couldn’t have had successes or be 
accountable to our learnings if we hadn’t tried. 
And we’re happy we tried because, in the end, 
we believe that we collectively created a gift 
for the city that we are proud of and a library of 
learnings on how we, CSI, can be better. 

Identifying and internalizing these learnings is 
critical as we are committed to doing our part 
to Make Toronto for Everyone. This journey 
is a long and never ending one. But we are 
committed to the work of making CSI -- and 
the entire city -- more inclusive. We are also 
committed to sharing what we learning with 
everyone. Honesty is hard, but will always make 
us better.

The outcome of these aspirations and beliefs is 
the story you’ll find in this report - we appreciate 
you reading and re-living the journey with us.  

Adil Dhalla

Executive Director for CSI TO 
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Ed Lives! Cocktail Gala

• Create an event with a high price point to help 
offset costs to make other festival experiences 
more accessible. 

• Raise money and awareness for the Toronto for 
Everyone Fund. 

• Provide a glitz and glam option as part of the 
weekend’s festivities.

• $38,000 raised for the Toronto for Everyone 
Fund 

• 30% of tickets provided free to artists

• 20% of tickets provided subsidized  

• All artists and performers compensated

• Significant work done in the space to improve 
access, including a reactivation of an elevator, 
building of ramps  for certain floors and 
entrances and dismantling of hundreds of large 
wooden grocery bins, thanks to our incredible 
volunteer team!

• 590 attendees 

• Inclusive City Builder presentations by Denise 
Pinto, Bear Standing Tall & Associates, Erin Kang 
and Luke Anderson 

• Live music by A Little Rambunctious Band and 
Toronto Taiko Tales 

• $18,124 compensated to artists and performers 

• Chef-experiences by Patois, Jackpot Chicken, 
Smoke Signals, Ceili Cottage, Fidel Gastro, 
Food Dudes

• Cost is one of the biggest barriers for 
participation. We had originally intended 
to have something for everyone by offering a 
selection of events but we learned that there 
was a fundamental tension in suggesting our 
event was “for everyone” while the cost of 
some events acted as a barrier of entry to many. 
Exacerbating this tension was the fact that the 
Gala was priced at 259.99 + HST. Our logic had 
been to use the proceeds of this event to offset 
the costs of other events to improve overall 
access and to fundraise for our education 
work, but not only were we not effective in 
communicating this strategy, but the strategy 
itself was flawed because it made the event 
exclusive to those with financial privilege. 

• Ensure platform amplifies voices. We invited 
inclusive city builders to speak about their work, 
which was translated through ASL Services, 
coordinated through Deaf Spectrum. However, 
they had to speak against the backdrop of 
people’s chatter and the ASL translators were 
not visible to the audience’s purview. When 
amplifying voices and topics of inclusion, it is 
important that the platform (mic, room set up, 
decor, event flow, closing bar while speeches 
are happening, ASL and/or Live Captioning) is 
designed in a way that maximizes the success 
for their messages to be heard and seen by 
everyone in the room.

PURPOSE

IMPACT

EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS

LEARNINGS

https://www.facebook.com/alittlerambunctious/
http://nagatashachu.com/
http://www.patoistoronto.com/
http://www.jackpotchickenrice.com/
https://www.smokesignalsbarbecue.ca/
http://www.ceilicottage.com/
http://www.fidelgastros.com/
https://thefooddudes.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.y3of4vdah29g
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.y3of4vdah29g
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.su5x80psliuu
http://deafspectrum.com/
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aMAZEment:
Immersive Art Maze

• A platform for multidisciplinary artists to co-
create an immersive journey using the pillars of 
Ed’s, Toronto, and Social Innovation. 

• An event that was open to people of all ages and 
backgrounds, that would have something for 
everyone and was affordable. 

• Seniors and children under 12 received free 
entrance

• 200 free tickets we provided to community 
spaces 

• $50,384 compensated to artists and entertainers

• Over 3000 attendees 

• This event was open during the day for all three 
days of the festival, and for one night event, 
which included a chance to taste-test craft 
beers, care of the Collective Arts Brewery & 
Friends Craft Beer Tour. 

• The Honest 6ix Artist Residency brought 
together six diverse and multi-disciplinary 
artists as a collective for the first time.

• Make sure you have an Inclusivity, 
Accessibility & Equity Budget. Inclusion and 
accessibility can be expensive but it’s worth the 
investment as it means further reach, bigger 
participation and meaningful relationship-
building! While we had made efforts to 
consider inclusivity in our planning, we did not 
allocate separate budgets for inclusivity and 
accessibility and this impacted our ability to 
plan in advance for support and on-demand 
accommodation requests. 

• Partner support (artists, volunteers, 
panelists, sponsors, etc) & Planning.  Toronto 
for Everyone engaged with multiple partners 
and artists in regards to An Honest Farewell; 
what everyone involved was able to co-create 
together is beyond what we could have 
imagined. However, there were many instances 
where partnerships and relationships could 
have been better supported to ensure everyone 
was treated in a respectful and inclusive 
manner. 

• Physical Accessibility 

While we were able to create more space for 
people using wheelchairs, strollers and mobility 
devices to navigate the space, we could have 
done more to ensure portable wheelchair 
washrooms and wayfinding in the space worked, 
and in providing support on travel to and from 
Honest Ed’s for folks to whom transit costs were 
a barrier to attending.

PURPOSE

IMPACT

EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS

LEARNINGS

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.hszff4llabdn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.hszff4llabdn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.pnk51n6azd7b
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.pnk51n6azd7b
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.dmf0uf1j8nqm
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Market City: Good Buys

• Honour Ed’s by hosting one last sale that was 
truly for everyone by making it free and multi-
faceted. 

• Embody Toronto’s diversity 

• 100% free entry

• Zone dedicated to promoting Indigenous 
culture, artists and vendors 

• Economic benefit to micro retail and food 
entrepreneurs 

• Running successful waste free market 
experiment

• Inclusion is by design - diversity is a fact but 
inclusion is intentional, a Toronto for everyone 
means no one is an afterthought . Something as 
simple as someone being able to eat a meal at an 
event where they just assume that they won’t be 
able to (because that’s usually the case) means 
so much because they get to participate in the 
whole experience.

• 2,500 attendees

• Swap and trade zone 

• Live Music 

• Live custom painting by Douglas Kerr (one of 
the original Honest Ed’s sign painters)

• Waste-free-day where attendees were directed 
to rent re-usable plates & cutlery (if they didn’t 
bring their own!)

• Tons of bargains and a wide diversity of food 
vendors and entrepreneurs

• Marketing & communication are invitations 
to the party. Make sure the invitation is clear 
and that it is received. While there were 
community outreach and street teams, multiple 
media articles, television and print outreach, 
most of our marketing efforts were online 
(website and social media) and this excluded 
many people from hearing about the event. 

PURPOSE

IMPACT

EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS

LEARNINGS

Our favorite food, flea and farmers markets across Toronto 
came together to give the city one last bargain, Honest Ed’s 
style: bargain bins, pay-what-you-can items, and a special 
Sunday swap-and-trade zone, as well as a ‘waste-free’ day, free 
of disposable items! 

Thank you for letting me feel 
included simply by offering a safe 
gluten-free (not just ‘sort of maybe 
gluten-free’ but celiac safe) meal 
to eat at the Market… Sharing a 
meal in your market after having 
gone through the art maze was 
an incredible and completely 
unexpected way to end the day. 
I literally am still talking about the 
fact that I got to have a meal at your 
event :) Yes, it was that big a deal :)”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.368sdhku7py7
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.368sdhku7py7
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Bargain Bash

• A large dance party that would cater to multiple 
interests through different stages

• $16,909 compensated to artists and performers 

• An experience for the ages

• 3,000 attendees

• Brazilian and Afro-beats by Uma Nota

• Around-the-world by Turning Point 

• Electro-swing throwback by Medicine Man

• RnB & Dancehall by DJ Nino Brown

• Diverse cuts by DJ Bambii

• Manifesto High Power

• Attention to details to ensure volunteers feel 
well-supported.  This event would not have 
been possible without the incredible volunteers 
who put in hundreds of hours putting it 
together! To create an inclusive culture, it is vital 
that every single person who contributes their 
time get thanked and are appreciated for their 
work. That also means attention to detail, some 
of which we overlooked, which made some 
volunteers feel unwelcome and overworked. 
Although this learning could be applied to the 
event at large, we’ve included it here because 
this learning was most evident at the Bargain 
Bash, which is when we had the most amount 
of people in Ed’s at one time. Coupled with the 
chaotic nature of a dance party, this meant our 
weaknesses around volunteer management 
were most evident here. 

• Ensure better systems to prevent ticket 
counterfeiting. Hundreds of Bargain Bash 
attendees waited to gain access for too long and 
in some reported cases, especially given the 
cold, they left without gaining entry. There were 
a few logistical pieces we could have done better 
but the key issue was that we later learned that 
tickets to the Bash had been counterfeited, 
resulting in an unknown number of extra 
tickets being sold, which resulted in larger than 
expected line ups and capacity issues that we 
were unprepared for. 

PURPOSE

IMPACT

EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS

LEARNINGS

At this ‘party to end all parties’ we brought together some of 
Toronto’s best DJ’s, bands and parties under one roof for a mini-
music festival inside of the Honest Ed’s building. This strictly 19+ 
event was free to seniors and included opportunities to wander 
around between different rooms, each with their own musical 
stylings, and a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to party in this iconic 
discount department store for the first, last and only time. 

http://umanota.ca/
http://www.electroswing.ca/
http://mnfsto.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.oby2qmplderk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.oby2qmplderk
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Town Hall for All: 
Community Hub

• Creating free events and programming from 
morning to night over the course of the entire 
4-day event

• Programming for a diversity of interests, age, 
identities 

• Live Captioning coordinated, and Assisted 
Listening Device donated, by POW Hearing 
Solutions, which allowed for more accessible 
programming as well as transcripts of the 
panels that were Live Captioned

• Over 1,500 attendees

• Event participants ranged from newborns to 
elders

• The (packed) “No Fare, Family Affair: 
Community Fair Drop-In,” showcased: Arabic 
band First Spring Records performing music 
including an Urdu version of “Hallelujah”; 
ukulele lessons by Kfunk & Lady Ree, which 
ended in an alleyway performance by experts 
and novices alike; free ice cream and many 
other successful family-friendly activities

• A laugh-filled ‘sell-out’ (free) comedy and 
theatre night featuring over 15 performers 
sharing from their lived experiences

• Many more events! Over 22 fully attended free 
events took place over the 4 days

• Beautiful, entertaining and varied programming 
all offered free of charge

PURPOSE

IMPACTEXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS

We carved out a piece of Honest Ed’s and invited organizations 
and individuals from across the city to come together to foster 
community and connection through diverse and free programming. 
The Community Hub was a Free for All! open throughout the 
entire four-day festival. Theatre, comedy, ice cream and more -- all 
presented free of charge, in the spirit of community, connections 
and conversations. Free food & coffee and a fabulous group of 
attendees and partners alike created our very own community 
inside of Honest Ed’s walls.

I walked into the community hub 
on a Saturday morning. It was an 
incredible sight. On one side, there 
was a Pakistani group singing 
traditional Urdu songs about 
devotion to God, on the other side 
there were a group of women in 
hijabs selling home made snacks, 
on the other there were youngs kids 
and families of all backgrounds 
eating cereal and chatting casually. 
No one thought this was a big deal. 
The space felt safe, so much so that 
it didn’t need to be noted how safe 
it was. It just was.”

http://powhearing.com/
http://powhearing.com/
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• Community Hub programming was diverse and 
centred those at the margins or the margins. 
This was largely due to the buy in from our 
presenter orgs; the presenting organizations 
shared our commitment to authentic voices. 
Having everyone read and sign an equity 
statement was an important step in this! 

• Prioritize outreach to folks who are 
chronically marginalized from events 
like this. It’s also important to reach out to 
communities that are often excluded from 
events like this and in our case, while we 
provided ASL and Live Captioning to certain 
events, we could have done more to reach out 
to deaf communities. There are services that 
organizations can partner with for outreach to 
these communities1.

• Free events = main events. Even though there 
was some free access, free programs were not 
front-and-centre of communication efforts, and 
could have been promoted more centrally.

1 Deaf Spectrum: http://deafspectrum.com/

LEARNINGS

HERstoryCounts performance at the Community Hub.
Photo credit: Shaghayegh Tajvidi

Lettering workshop by Ligatures YYZ at the Community Hub
Photo credit: Shaghayegh Tajvidi

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.gfwj9wip7nu
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.gfwj9wip7nu
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.gfwj9wip7nu
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJaigWQv26d8oyjv0VNe8swVlaipEzGKLu9swbOXrtA/edit#bookmark=id.ne5hfji22rbs
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Administration

Producer Fee & Rev 
Share 43,958

Core Team Honorarium 20,800

Team Onboarding, Meals 
& Gifts

2,794

Bank Charges & Cash 
Management 1,197

Travel & Accommodation 1,075

Office Supplies 728

Consulting & Legal 484

Total Administration 71,035

Logistics

Drink 37,949

Security 16,356

Cleaning 12,830

Rentals & Decor 12,953

Event Staff 7,178

Restrooms 6,117

Construction 4,360

EMS 3,440

Insurance 2,635

Electricity & Wifi 1,569

Wristbands 1,017

Permits 682

Total Logistics 107,087

Marketing

Ticketing Partner [3] 20,028

Printing 8,047

Merchant Fees 5,213

Graphic Designer 2,190

Digital Marketing 1,474

Total Marketing 36,952

Programming

Cocktail Gala 18,124

Public Experience / Art 
Maze 50,384

Bargain Bash 16,909

Community Hub 2,205

Market 1,094

Total Programming 88,716

Total Production 
(Lighting, Sound, Tech)

48,497

Total Volunteer Meals & 
Supplies

7,116

Total Direct CSI Staff (Partial) 9,815

 TOTAL EXPENSES 369,219

Notes 

[1]  Ticket sales net of Gala donation of $125 / ticket. Total 
Gala donation $25,250. 

[2] Sponsors -- Tim Hortons $30k, The Working Group $20k 

[3] Ticketing website charge $1.50 per ticket for 12,552 tickets 

[4] Anticipated post-event expenses of $11k incl. volunteer 
party, gifts, equity consultants and misc costs 

REVENUE

Ticket Sales [1] 241,736

Drink Sales 78,503

Sponsorship [2] 50,000

Market Vendor Fee 6,503

Sign Painting 2,537

Raffle 1,895

TOTAL REVENUE 381,174

EXPENSES
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The Toronto For 
Everyone Fund

The ticket prices of some of the events at An Honest Farewell covered the 
cost of planning and organization. We also used this opportunity to ask for 
donations and raised $38,128.00 towards the Toronto for Everyone Fund. 
This amount enabled the Social Innovation Institute, in partnership with 
educators Rania El Mugammar and Bear Standing Tall, to fully cover the 
cost of organizing 8 How to be an Ally conversations, and the education 
partners’ time and expertise. 

The How to be an Ally series, were educational workshops and 
panel discussions on how we ally with one another on topics such as: 
Anti-Blackness at the Intersections, Anti-Oppression, Pro-Liberation, 
Reconciling 150 with Indigenous Calls to Action, and Demystifying the 
Trans Experience. For more information about the Ally Series click here. 

These workshops were free to attend and the collective goal was to reach 
over 1,000 people. Heritage Canada generously matched some of this 
funding to increase the number of attendees, and to increase access 
through covering costs such as: venue, live-stream, and ASL. This brought 
our total fundraised to over $48,000. The breakdown of how the total raised 
is covering the workshops and panel costs is on the next page:

https://socialinnovation.org/how-to-be-an-ally/
https://socialinnovation.org/how-to-be-an-ally/
https://socialinnovation.org/how-to-be-an-ally/
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Toronto for Everyone Fund:
Total Funding $ 48,230

% from 
Total 
Funding

CSI Staff + Educators

Equity and Inclusion Educators $ 17,266 36%

CSI Staff Time (registration, market-
ing, planning, logistics) $ 5,195 11%

Comms, Finance & Admin $ 4,460 9%

Venue + Equipment + Venue Staff

CSI Regent Park Meeting Rooms, 
Lounge, Projector $ 6,135 13%

Event Staff $ 1,440 3%

Daniels Spectrum Venue, Equipment, 
Daniels Spectrum Staff $ 1,799 4%

Knowledge Production

Live-stream, Transcript, Toolkit 
graphics, Translation $ 3,139 7%

Website landing page $ 2,000 4%

Accessibility

Child Minding (provided in-kind) $ - 0%

ASL $ 2,000 4%

Food $ 3,851 8%

Contingency (tokens and other 
accessibility requests) $ 944 2%

Total Cost $ 48,230 100%
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How the money
for Toronto For Everyone 
Fund was used

Equity And
Inclusion Educators

36%

11%

9%

13%
3%

4%

4%

4%

8%

2%

7%

CSI Staff Time
(registration, marketing,
planning, logistics)

Finance & Admin

CSI Regent Park Meeting Rooms,
Lounge, Projector

CSI Event Staff

Daniels Spectrum Venue,
Equipment,
Daniels Spectrum Staff

Live-stream,
Transcript, Toolkit
graphics, Translation

Website
landing page

ASL

Food

Contingency
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Thank you

• The Centre for Social Innovation Community, Staff & Board

• Toronto for Everyone Event Producers: Hima Batavia and 
Negin Sairafi, NEMA Productions

• Toronto for Everyone Venue Sponsor: Westbank Corp.

• Toronto for Everyone Partners & Sponsors

• Toronto for Everyone Organizing Team

• Toronto for Everyone Festival Volunteers

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Producers: Shilbee Kim 
and Timna Ben-Ari 

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Survey Researcher: 
Ashraful Hasan, Impactrio

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Strategic Organizer and 
Facilitator: datejie cheko green, Solidarity Conscious 

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Reviewer: Erin Kang, 
Mathura Mahendren and Rania El Mugammar

• Toronto for Everyone Inclusion Checklist Consultants: 
Denise McLeod Booth, Karen Lewellen, POW Hearing 
Solutions, and Rania El Mugammar

• Toronto for Everyone Anti-Oppression Trainer:                    
Rania El Mugammar, raniawrites.com

• Toronto for Everyone IDEA Committee: Chana Weinstein, 
Raad Seraj, Sarah Luca, Shilbee Kim and Timna Ben-Ari

https://www.nemacreates.com
http://westbankcorp.com
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1C7PNMf-ip405JteIjwLtXru3UgvuYIsAaX1lj_4EmLY/edit#gid=935666993
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hg4vfO77EwMO7m_BAUccZqAIkUbRVraSIkOOPllRt28/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15FSTm_nnuHrdVLb7FHSWfe4KLnjNQozB4yVq-3QCoSs/edit#gid=1402863346
http://socialinnovation.ca/community/organizations/ashraful-hasan
https://solidarityconscious.org
http://powhearing.com/
http://powhearing.com/
http://raniawrites.com
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Appendix 1

• Inclusion Checklist

• Equity Statement

• An Honest Farewell Feedback Survey (Sent to Public)

Appendix 2: Toronto for Everyone Event Report Team

• Toronto for Everyone Event Producers: Hima Batavia and Negin 
Sairafi, NEMA Productions

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Producers: Shilbee Kim and 
Timna Ben-Ari 

• Toronto for Everyone IDEA Committee: Chana Weinstein, Raad Seraj, 
Sarah Luca, Shilbee Kim and Timna Ben-Ari

• Toronto for Everyone Anti-Oppression Trainer: Rania El Mugammar

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Survey Researcher: Ashraful 
Hasan, Impactrio

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Strategic Organizer and 
Facilitator: datejie cheko green 

• Toronto for Everyone Inclusion Checklist Consultants: Denise 
McLeod Booth, Karen Lewellen, POW Hearing Solutions, and Rania 
El Mugammar

• Toronto for Everyone Event Report Reviewer: Erin Kang, Mathura 
Mahendren and Rania El Mugammar

• The Centre for Social Innovation Executive Director: Adil Dhalla 

• The Centre for Social Innovation Director of Communications: Jamie 
Biggar 

• The Centre for Social Innovation Design and Communications 
Specialist: Yuliya Tsoy 

Appendix 3: Resources

• Change Together (TechGirls Canada & TWG) 

• Inclusive Learning and Teaching Handbook

• IDEO.Org Impact Design Report

• Neighbourhood Arts Network - Arts Equity Toolkit

• Fail Forward report guidelines 

• Access 4 All, Accessible Icon’s Project

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Mj5LU6qc_4sV4e5wNrzzMEHCWUnGCET31ZFrL4GWbWY/edit#gid=1751188295
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z7824FmPXjM5LLY0Ku3nE4Kkw938XNzhuIHG_Hv_3-A/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3grU8mSwYsUNkhrTE9CZk9IMjQ/view
https://www.nemacreates.com/
http://socialinnovation.ca/community/organizations/ashraful-hasan
http://powhearing.com/
https://www.changetogether.io/
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ideo-org-images-production/downloads/113/original/IDEOorg_Impact_A_Design_Perspective.pdf
http://www.neighbourhoodartsnetwork.org/tac/media/BMO-Learning-Room-Links/ArtsEquityToolkit.pdf?ext=.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/583382786b8f5b1d0c788b9e/t/589e35351b631bf7fabf68a8/1486763325275/Communicating-Failure.pdf
http://www.jonathansilver.ca/access4all.html



